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joseph smiths revision of the
bible provo utah brigham young university press 1969
86 ap
pp 150
1.50
150
reviewed by sidney B sperry professor of old testament
ROBERT

J

MATTHEWS

languages and literature at brigham young university the
author of numerous books and articles dr sperry is one
of the most widely known writers on the scriptures of the

church

since the reviewer and his pupil merrill Y van wagoner
made their limited studies on the inspired revision of the
bible about thirty years ago much useful labor on the same
book has been accomplished by their younger successors one
needs only consult page 86 of dr matthews present work to
find the names of those responsible for scholarly investigations that have added much to our knowledge of the history of
the revision its doctrines and general value I1 would especially call attention to the work of calvin H bartholomew
james R clark
oark reed C durham and robert J matthews
dark
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whose latest pamphlet small as it is should be a handy reference work for every earnest student of LDS scripture it is
unfortunate that dr reed C durham s phd dissertation
A history of joseph smith s revision of the bible is not
yet available in printed form
in addition to his short introduction and suggested readp 86 dr matthews has divided his little book into
ings
seventeen chapters in his introduction he says this pamphlet concerning the inspired revision deals with some of joseph
smith s great contributions toward understanding and interpreting the bible and attempts to give an appreciation for this
particular phase of the prophet s divine mission
chapters 1133 as also chapter 7 may be said to deal with
the mechanics of the inspired revision chapters 1133 are
especially valuable chapter 1 alone dealing as it does with
A chronological history of joseph smith s labors in making
the inspired revision of the bible is worth the price of the
pamphlet for reference purposes chapters 2 and 3 discuss
the original manuscripts of the revision and the reliability of the printed editions of the inspired revision respectively
spect ively they are of great interest to the scholar and present
many facts not found in most publications dealing with the

inspired revision
most of the remaining chapters of the pamphlet through
chapter 15 are of special interest in their handling of doctrinal issues by the revision such interesting topics as the
mission and power of christ the nature of god and the nature of man are treated not to mention the important contributions the revision makes to the lives and teachings of such
men as paul noah melchizedek abraham joseph moses
and john the baptist
dr matthews devotes chapter 16 to quotations of the
opinions of a number of the general church authorities past
and present concerning the inspired revision and in chapter
17 he concludes by giving us a one page estimation of his own
concerning the significance of the revision his main conclusions will be perceived in the following quotations
1
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the prophets

work of revision of the bible
has
contributed much to two of the standard works of the
church as well as having influenced the thinking and
doctrinal teaching of the prophet himself
revision extends beyond the bible
the total value of the revisioi
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itself and its fullest impact is felt in the doctrine and
covenants the pearl of great price and the multitude
of revelatory experiences that came to the prophet in the
process
there is much to be gained in understanding the bible
although
through a study of the inspired revision
the work the revision is very evidently unfinished
it has value as a guide and supplement to the king
james version

wishes that dr matthews could have devoted
a chapter to the problem of why the prophet made so little revision in many important old testament books why for
example did joseph practically pass by the book of hosea
the most textually corrupt book in the old testament one
hopes that someday dr matthews or dr durham or both
will provide us with a full length book on the inspired revision

the reviewer
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